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Rhode Scholar (22 IBU

4.6%ABV)

This addition to our lineup fills the need for a lighter bodied, easy-drinking beer. The
Rhode Scholar is a smart beer that is both approachable and complex. Each sip of this
kolsch style beer illuminates your palate with subtle citrus flavor and light peppery notes
on the finish. The Scholar can be enjoyed while mowing the lawn, just chatting with
friends or when impressing your Alma Mater.

Pawtucket Pail Ale (48 IBU

6.2%ABV)

While the trend is to go to extreme levels of hoppiness, we at Bucket think a great beer
should be more than just its IBUs. We start the recipe with a variety of malts designed to
deliver a toasty, nutty flavor and a satisfying consistency. We then add our hops in our
own unique way to deliver more of the full flavor and aromatic profiles of the hops
without extreme bitterness. The result is a bucket of floral aromas and notes of
tangerine.

Thirteenth Original Maple Stout (38 IBU

6.4%ABV)

Early in our home-brewing careers, in an attempt to revive a stout that we thought wasn’t
fermenting, we dumped in a cup of maple syrup. A few weeks later we tried the
creation with trepidation… and it was fantastic! Years have passed and we’ve grown to
become much better brewers, and this stout has grown better with us. Mixing a complex
malt base, a healthy dose of maple syrup and an unusual blend of hops, this beer, just
like our state, is truly an original.

Park Loop Porter (34 IBU

6.8%ABV)

We designed this beer for runners competing in a race in Warwick City Park, but we
liked it so much it became part of our lineup. This robust porter stays true to its British
roots with grains and hops chosen to keep with old brewing traditions. Each taste
delivers a complex blend of subtle coffee and almond notes with a rich toasty flavor
throughout. This beer was a winner and we feel confident that you’ll be won over too.

